
NOTES ON PHUKET THAI 
by 

Jackson T. Gandour• 

The aim of this brief note is to furnish data on the Phuket dialect 

on a few selected topics that are of special interest to Tai historical

comparativists. The statements made herein are based primarily on a 

formal investigation of the speech of six speakers of Phuket Thai. All 

six informants were male college students, attending Phuket Teacher 

Training College; their ages ranged from nineteen to twenty-four. 

For the benefit of the Tai historical-comparativists, examples will 

be given in reference to the following Proto-Tai diagram (Gedney 1973). 
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* Data for this paper were collected on a field trip to Phuket Province during the 
period January-July 1975, under the sponsorship of the (US) Social Science 
Research Council and the (US) National Science Foundation. The writing of this 
paper has been supported by a postdoctoral fellowship at Bell Laboratories , 
Murray Hill, New Jersey. Reprint requests should be sent to the author at 
Department of Audiology and Speech Sciences, Purdue University, Heavilon 
Hall, West Lafayette, Indiana 4 7907, USA. 
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Throughout the paper, I will provide for each example its Standard 

Thai orthographic representation, its Proto-Tai classification (by tonal 

category and initial consonant; A2, B8, C9, etc.), and broad phonetic 

transcription of its consonants and -vowels, and its tonal contour [consult 
section (a) J. 

(a) Tonal inventory 

Phuket Thai has six contr~stive tones on nonstopped syllaQles: 
high falling, mid-rising falling, low falling, rising, mid-high level and 

low level. This auditory description is in essent ial agreement with 
Brown (1965) and Egerod (1972). For a phonological description of the 
tones in terms of distinctive features, see Piyatbam (1970) and Gaodour 
(l977a) . · 

Jn terms of our Proto-Tai diagram, the distribution of tones in the 
Pbuket dialect, on stopped as well as nons topped syllables, is as follows : 

high falling AI, B5 
On mid-rising falling A2-3, B6-7 

nonstopped low falling A4 
syllables rising B8 

mid-high level C9-11 
low level Cl2 

high DS13 
On mid-rising DS14-15 

stopped low DS16 
syllables mid-high level DL17-19 

rising DL20 

Of interest is the merger of tones across Proto-Tai tonal categories, 
under AI, B5 and A2-3, B6-7. A similar merger of tones under the A 

and B tonal categories of Proto-Tai in the Trang dialect (Egerod 1961) 
bas apparently been compensated for by a distinction in vowel quality. 

Haudricourt (1961), indeed, cites the Trang data as an instance of 

"rephonologization" whereby a phonemic contrast of one kind pboneti-
• 
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cally is replaced by a phonemic contrast of another kind phonetically. 
Despite the loss of distinction in tone under AI, B5 and A2-3, B6-7 in 
the Phuket dialect, no rephonologization has taken place. 

(b) Final glottal stop 

All vowels in the Phuket dialect under the OS and DL tonal 
categories occur long before a final glottal stop. The surface phonetic 
sequence of long vowel-glottal stop historically results from two sound 
changes from Proto-Tai. The one involves a change of final /k/ to /?/ 
after long vowels. Brown (1965) reports that this change has also 
occurred in other Southern Thai dialects including Ko Samui, Chaiya, 
Takua Pa, Ranong and Chumphon; Sara wit (1973: 66) reports the same 
change in the White Tai and Black Tai dialects of Li's (1960) 
Southwestern group. The other involves a change of short vowels to 
long before a final glottal stop. Egerod (1961) reports the same change 
for the Surat Thani and Ko Samui dialects. For the Trang and 
Pbatthalung dialects, however, Egerod (1961: 69) indicates that the final 
glottal stop is sometimes dropped after these lengthened vowels. This 
subsequent loss of the final glottal stop presumably represents the final 
stage of this historical sound change. 

Examples of words in which final / k/ changed to a glottal stop 
after a long vowel: 

DL17 rllfl 'to chip off' [thaa 7 ~ 
Qfl 'to tear off' [t J hii l 
\)fl 'correct' [ thm(l ] 
ii '(J fl 'guest' ( kh CBCE 1 ) 
\ill fl 'to expose' [taa?) 
un 'wing' [pii ?J 
iil'l n 'to break' (tCECE? ] 
(](]fl 'to leave'· [? :::>:::> ?] 
uun 'to tell' [b:::> :::>?] 
Ll'ln 'world' [ loo 7 ] 
lJifl 'much' [maa 7 ] 
iil'lfl !to exchange' [laJ CE? ] 

DL18 

DL19 

DL20 
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Examples of words in which short vowels changed to long before 

a final glottal stop: 

DS13 L \11:; 'to fly' [h:::>:::> 7 1 
uu:; 'damp ' [tJh~ a; ?J 
L 'rUJ I:; 'suitable' [m:::>:::> ) 

DS14 Ll'l::. }to kick' [tee?] 
Lf1 1::: 'island' [k:::> J?] 

tl:; 'tb mend' [paa? 1 
DSlS >'\ 'fierce' [duu'l] 
DS16 Ln::: 'to visit' [Wa;a; ?] 

UYi::; 'goat' [pha;a;? ] 

Vi~::: 'priest' [phaa ?] 
Ll'l1::: ·~to knock' [kh:::>::J?] 

Note that these DS words with lengthened vowels are pronounced 

with the tones of their DL counterparts. Thus, DS16 1.1.1~ for example, 

is pronounced with a rising tone along with the original DS20 words. 

(c) Short 'mid' vowels fe, o/ 

For a number of Southern Thai dialects, short 'mid' vowels fe, of of 

Standard Thai have been reported to correspond to fre, :Jj (Egerod 1961, 
A ~ A A 

Brown 1965, Jones 1965, "l'11'11li7711 1970, VlL~lHfnM"l 1973). For the Phuket 

dialect, my data show that jef surfaces phonetically as [re"] before labial 

and velar places of articulation, [e-] before an alveolar place of 

articulation; and similarly, for {of, it is phonetically realized as [:J"] 
before labials and velars, [o] before alveolars. The centralization of 

these vowels before alveolars is an instance of anticipatory coarticulation; 

the target position for an alveolar consonant, unlike its labial and velar 

counterparts, requires that the body of the tongue be raised toward the 

roof of the mouth, thus effecting this audible change in vowel quality. 
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This allophonic distribution may be illustrated with the following 

set of words: 

DS15 '!Jn ''chest' [?;:,k] 
'1J1.J 'to bake'' [?;:,p ] 
tJ V) 'to starve'· [?'it ] 
~ 

Ll'lf) ' child' [dffik ] 
~ 

''hurt' [t I ffiP] L 'J U 
~ 

'resolute' [d. c: tl L 1'1 V1 DS14 

It is not restricted, however, to DS words only: B7 U\1 'to show' 

[b::>IJ), B7 U3J 'to age (wine, wood)' [b::>m), B7' 'to complain' [bon), A4 

V. 3J 'breast' [n::>m), A4 3JV. 'round' [moo). These short mid vowels {e, of 

on B8 words lengthen to [re re) and [::>::>),respectively [see section (d) ]. 

(d) Distribution of long and short vowels 

Vowel length is, to a large extent, tonally conditioned in Phuket 

Thai. Restricting our a ttention to tonal categories A, B and C, we find 

that only long vowels occur under B8, C; both short and long vowels 

occur under A, BS-7. The neutralizat ion of the vowel length distinction 

under B8, C historically results from the lengthening of the short vowels. 

It is not coincidental that the tonal contours in B8, C may all be 

characterized as "nonfalling", in opposition to the "falling" tonal 

contours in A , BS-7. In Gandour (1977b), I offer an articulatory 

explanation to accoun t for this interaction between tone and vowel 

length. 
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· Examples of words that arc pronounced with long vowels: 

B8 ~'J 'confused ' [yUUf)] 
'Ju 'name' Itfhww] . 
"'i l l 'shad,e' [l;);)tn] 

C9 
,; ..... · 

(,; 'to give' [haay] 
~1 'to carry' [hiiw] 

ClO 1)_'J 'shrimp' (kUUI)] 
thl 'to roast' [pii f)] 
~ 

boil' [t;);)tn] l~ l j 'to 
Cll 

~ 

[?uu m] ~il l 'to hold' 
Cl2 u l J 'to smile' [yi i m] 

It is important to point out that only short vowels under Proto-Ta i 
category B8 become long. Egerod's (1961: 69) and Brown's (1965:65) 
statements about tone and vowel length in Southern Thai dialects simply 
do not obtain for the Phuket dialect. 

(e) Tone ''sandhi" 

Phuket Thai has a tone rule which neutralizes the distinction 
between the rising and low-level tones in nonphrase final position at 
normal speech tempo. In this environment, the rising tone flattens out 
to low level, losing its rising end component. In the following sentence, 
for example, 

penA2 ph;;Bs saawA 1 '(She's) my older sister' 

the underlined citation form surfaces phonetically in normal speech as 

a low-level tone, with concomitant shortening of the vowel. The reality 
of this rule is amply demonstrated in tonal errors made by Phuket 
bidialectals when attempting to speak Standard Thai (Gandour 1977a) . 

No loss of contrast is observed between the other tones in connected 
speech. 

(f) Disyllabic words: first-syllable deletion 

It bas been observed that speakers of Southern Thai dialects tend 
to drop the first syllable of certain disyllabic words (Egerod 1961 , 

Brown 1965). An extensive analysis of disyllabic words in the Pbuket 
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dialect further indicates that nearly all disyllabic words of non-Indic 
origin (see Gedney 1947) lose their first syllables; most disyllabic words 
of Indic origin, especially learned words, retain them. 

Examples of disyllabic words that are pronounced without their 
fi rst syllables in both citation and combination forms: 

Al f ,tHl 'ro ad' [n m] 
Z\3 r.: :;U IU ' comfortable' [baay] 
A. 4 11:: Ll l u 'to talk in one's sleep' [ maa] 
BS •:: ~1ll\l 'between' [waa r:J ] . 
B6 n'J :: vn u 'rabbit' [taay] 
B8 l / :: l /J'l 'guava' [muaf)] 
Cl O iil ::rn u 'rattan ball ' [k::l::l] 
Cl l n :: vr~ 'startle d' (dUUI)] 
Cl 2 lJ :::'t'I-:JTl 'coconut' [phaaw] 
DS13 11 :::11 n ; funny' [nuk] 
DS 1 5 ·;-r ::1) Vl 'to stumble' [dut] 
DS1 6 '~ :::'1 'to pierce through' [luu?] 
DL1 9 n-:J :: ~n 'bone' [duu?] 

Several disyllabic nouns can be found tllat reta in the first syllable 
in their citation forms, but lose it in combination with other nouns. 
For example, DS16 11::; 'jasmine', pronounced [m <llii?] in its citation 
form, loses its first syllable when combined with mm , 'blossom', yielding 

(doo?lii?] 'jasmine blossom'. 

Disyllabic words that retain the first syllable in both citation and 
combination forms are most ly words of Indic or igin. For example : 
n'V1 ~11J ' rose', ~G\1il 'intelligent', ff111Yl 'condition', lh::Lu7~ 'excellent', u~ 
• 

'consciousness' . 

(g) ' Diphtbongization' of long high vowels 

In open syllables under Proto-Tai categories A, B5-7, long high 
vowels jii , ww, uuj in Phuket Thai are phonetically realized as [ei, 

ow, ou], respectively. The co-occurrence restrictions on these 
diphthongal forms are of a tonal nature: the dipb.tbongal forms occur on 

" falli ng" tones only [see section (a)]. 
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Although tonal conditioning factors have been suggested in earlier 

investigations of Phuket Thai (cf. Egerod 1961, Brown 1965, Piyatham 

1970, Henderson 1975) none of these earlier studies specify the 

conditioning environment as given here. Tonal conditioning factors 

may also be responsible, at least in part, for a similar dipbthongization 

of long high vowels that has been observed in the Lung Ming dialect of 

Kwangsi Province, China (Gedney 1972). 

Examples of words containing diphthongal forms of long high 

vowels: 

Al ..,n 'bear' [ me i] 
.t'i'U ! to bel;Leve.' [thaw] 
~ · ~· ear' [hou] 

A2 ~ ·'to hit" [teiJ 
A3 ~ ' good' [deiJ 
A4 'j 'hole' [lou] ;J BS 'IJ 'to ride.' [khei ] . 

~ 'to threaten' [khou ] 
B7 ~ 'garage'· [?ouJ 

Some intradialectal variation in the pronunciation of the diphthongs 

associated with jii, ww/ was evident in the speech of my informants. 

Two of them completely neutralized the distinction between [ow] and 

[ei], in fa vor of the latter diphthong, yielding homophonous pairs like~ 

' to have' and ~eJ 'band'. This diphthongal neutralization also seemed to 

hold for some of the older people in the province that I had occasion to 

observe informally. Still others maintained the distinction between 

these diphthongs, but changed the ending point of the diphthongal 

movement. Instead of [ow] these Phuket speakers produced [oi], yielding 

a phonetic contrast between [ei] (e.g. ~) and [oil (e.g. ~eJ). A more 

precise sociolinguistic statement will have to await further investigation. 
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